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Tourist information

The Botanical Garden of Palermo (Orto Botanico di Palermo) is both a museum and a research and educational institution of the University of Palermo, located in the Kalsa district of Palermo. The botanical garden has a collection of over 12,000 different species of plants.

Short History

Its origins date back to 1779, when the Accademia dei Regi Studi, establishing the chair of Botany and medicinal properties, gave it a modest plot of land to set up a small botanical garden for the cultivation of medicinal plants. The garden soon proved to be insufficient to the needs of the chair and, in 1786, it was decided to transfer it to its current location.

In 1789, the construction of the main administrative buildings of the garden began. A central structure, the Gymnasium, and two lateral bodies, the Tepidarium and the Calidarium, were built in neoclassical style after a design by the French architect Léon Dufourny.

Near the Gymnasium, we can find the oldest part of the garden, also designed by the architect Léon Dufourny after a rectangular scheme. On the indication of the Franciscan friar Bernardino da Ucria, a distinguished botanist, the species were arranged according to the Linnaean taxonomy, a classification system developed by Carl von Linné.

The new garden was inaugurated in 1795 and, in 1798, it was enriched with the Aquarium, a large pool in which numerous species of aquatic plants thrive.

In 1823, the Maria Carolina greenhouse was completed. The great Ficus magnolioides, which is the symbol of the garden, was imported in 1845 from the Norfolk Islands, Australia. Following successive expansions, the current area of about 10 hectares was reached in 1892.

Since 1985, the garden was entrusted to the Department of Botanical Sciences of the University of Palermo. In 1993, the germplasm bank was established, to protect the genetic heritage of the Mediterranean flora.

How to Get There

The Botanical Garden of Palermo is located about 700 meters away from the Palermo Centrale train station. The closest bus station is Lincoln-Orto Botanico, located right in front of the garden, on the bus Lines 107, 224, 224P and 231.

Guest EXTRA tour:

https://www.getyourguide.co.uk/s/?et=56006&psrc=widget&partner_id=B45CCR4&utm_medium=tvoperator&currency=EUR&q=Palermo&widget=activities&wid=968a0946-9cc6-50c4-8aaa-c222b2552528&visitor_id=A4E8DC5202334778BB658158219DAEE2&visitor_id=A4E8DC5202334778BB658158219DAEE2&locale_autoredirect_optout=true
*Catering Space for standing open buffets is into the Ortus there is a BAR-Restaurant “TALEA’ see below.
CONSERVATION OF ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE (CAH) - 6TH EDITION
There is a parking area distant 100 mt near sea-garden.
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1 – Erbarium room 40 seats (parallel sessions)

2 – LANZA room 80 seats Plenary and parallel sessions)

30 – Department STEBICEF (Botany building) 120 seats,

1. Gymnasium
2. Tepidarium
3. Calidarium
4. Museo didattico
5. Originario ingresso dell’Orto
6. Serra delle Succulente
7. Serra “Maria Carolina”
8. Serra detta “della Regione”
9. Papaia (Carica Papaya)
10. Mandarino (Citrus deliciosa)
11. Nespolo del Giappone (Eriobotrya japonica)
12. Semenzaio
13. Cotone (Gossypium sp.pl.)
14. Collezione di Succulente
15. Ramiè (Bohemeria nivea)
16. Bambù
17. Canna da Zuccher (Saccharum officinarum
18. Manioca (Manihot utilissima)
19. Banano (Musa cavendischii)
20. Ficus del Bengala (Ficus benghalensis)
21. Resti della chiesa chiaromontana di S. Dionisio (XV sec.)
22. Albero del sapone (Sapindus mukorossi)
23. Sicomoro (Ficus sycomorus)
24. Acquarium
25. Papiro Egiziano (Cyperus papyrus)
26. Sangue di drago (Dracaena draco)
27. Araucaria columnaris
28. Ficus Magnolioides
29. Collinetta “mediterranea”
30. Dipartimento STEBICEF
31. Laboratorio del Germoplasma
32. Centro per il salvataggio delle Succulente
33. Ficus rubiginosa
34. Albero del sughero (Quercus suber)
You can see: https://www.unipa.it/dipartimenti/saaf/cds/architetturelpaesaggio2243/luoghi.html

- Opening and plenary sessions will be held indoor in Lanza Hall.

Hall 2: Historic ERBARYUM in the Gymnasium